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EPISODE  I
The  Boy  and  The  Jungle



“The individual does actually carry on a double 
existence: one designed to serve his own purposes 
and another as a link in a chain, in which he serves 
against, or at any rate without, any volition of his 
own.” 

-Sigmund Freud



Burning the midnight 
oil again?

No, well yes sort of 
Director Cross.

The "Ouroboros?" When did 
this one become active? I 
don't remember this guy.

Only recently sir, he or she seems to be 
making a name for themselves in a short 
period of time.

Any Affiliations 
that we know of?

According to analyst reports we're 
looking at who used to be the Blue Jay, 
partner to the Gargoyle.

     he desk of Superpowers 
Intelligence Section AGENT 
TERESA MATLIN
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yBy LANE PARKER
Saturday night all was quiet in the

city unless you were on the Upper

East Side where an explosion at the

New Haven Bank leveled a city block

following an armored car robbery as

the trucks arrived at the bank for

a cash delivery. While the property

damage is set somewhere in the two

million dollar range, the cash and ar-

mored car service guards were saved

by the masked hero or marauder to

some The Ouroboros. The hero was

able to apprehend the assailants who

police have now identified as con-

tracted professionals with ties to local

mob tyrant of the East Coast, Vic-

tor Sevarino, more commonly know

as "Moby Vick" following is appear-

ance altering accident as a young mob

enforcer for the Gotti Family.

[Reuters]
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By BOB O’BOBSTON

The UN-sponsored International

Moose Census got o↵ to a flying

start today with hopes for an increase

in the worldwide moose population

compared to last year’s disapointing

figures. Among the traditional early

reporters were Egypt, returning fig-

ures of six moose, a twenty percent

increase on 2011’s figures of five, and

Uruguay whose moose population re-

mains stable at eleven.
According to Robbie McRobson,

head of the UN Moose Preserva-

tion Council, worldwide moose num-

bers are expected to grow markedly

on last year due to the traditional

moose strongholds of Canada and the

United States, with the larger de-

veloping moose ecologies also poised

to make gains. The largest percent-

agege increase in moose will likely

come from China”, says McRobson,

The Chinese government has invested

heavily in moose infrastructure over

the past decade, and their committ-

ment to macrofauna is beginning to

pay dividends”. Since 2004 China

has expanded moose pasture from 1.5

of arable land to nearly 3.648 and

moose numbers are expected to rise

to 60,000 making China a net moose

exporter for the first time. This is

good news for neighbouring Mongo-

lia, a barren moose-wasteland whose

inhabitents nonetheless have an insa-

tiable desire for the creatures. The in-

crease in Beijing-Ulanbataar trade is

anticipated to relieve pressure on the

relatively strained Russian suppliers,

but increase Mongolia’s imbalance of

trade with its larger neighbour.

Historically the only competitor

to China in the far eastern moose

markets has been Singapore but the

tiny island nation is set to report a

net loss, expecting a decrease of more

than five percent on last year’s 50,000

moose counted. The head of Singa-

pore’s Agency for Agriculture, Jing-

Feng Lau, explained to an incredu-

lous Singaporean parliament yester-

day that bad weather had contributed

to this season’s poor showing, most

notably when a cargo of 150 moose

were swept out into the Indian ocean

in a monsoon.Yet again the global demand for

moose will be met largely by the

US and Canada. The recession-hit

States is taking comfort in its moose

growth figures with gross production

expected to break 700,000 and net ex-

ports to grow by 2. The worldwide

dominance of Canada shows no signs

of abating though with this year’s

moose population expected to match

last year’s record figures of one hun-

dred million billion.
Europe’s rise as an international

moose power will slow slightly this

year as a response to the European

Union’s move towards standardising

the European moose. Stringent qual-

ity controls are holding back the de-

velopment of the eastern european

populations compared to last year

when they contributed significantly

to europe’s strong growth figures.

Norway, which is not an EU member

but has observer status, strengthed

in numbers relative to the Euro area

with numbers of Norweigian moose,

known locally as elk” expected to rise

for the tenth consecutive year, partic-

ularly thanks to a strong showing in

the last quarter.As moose season reaches its close,

researchers world wide are turning to

science in an attempt to boost next

year’s figures. NASA stunned the

scientific community today with the

announcment of their discovery that

the moon is significantly smaller than

previously believed. This conclusion,

which is the conclusion of a ten-

year collaborative project, will have
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How is that possible? I thought 
that kid was dead or MIA? That 
sick bastard -

Jack Fright, yes the man of many masks. He 
was listed as the culprit in Blue Jay's 
disappearance. however it's my theory 
that He has somehow survived and 
matured. 

We have and Secret Identity 
on file for this guy then?

no sir, unfortunately we do not. Although we have 
maintained a partnership with the  founding 
members of UNITED, the Gargoyle has never 
agreed to release any personal information on 
himself or his "Bell-tower Family" members. 
Nevertheless we may have a problem.

theory? What is it that 
you think is happening here?

If I were a former kid wonder, who was captured 
and potentially tortured or worse for the better 
part of my formative years and then somehow 
escaped there would be few things else on my mind 
besides revenge. The problem is, where do I find 
JAck? he's been missing for the same amount of 
time but his influence still lingers in the streets 
and Super-criminal world.

so what then? You think 
that he's going after 
everyone he thinks could 
give him answers to Jack's 
whereabouts?

No, its much more calculated than that. To law 
enforcement it looks like another cape being a cape, but 
under a trained lens it's clearly escalation. He wants 
someone to know he's stronger, he's smarter, he's 
serious. He isn't afraid to go after the big fish. He also 
isn't afraid of putting a few of them in the morgue if 
necessary.

But you're saying escalation, 
meaning that we should expect 
more bodies?

Well, yes that's part of the 
problem but more so i'm 
concerned about the 
potential retaliation….
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Saturday night all was quiet in the

city unless you were on the Upper

East Side where an explosion at the

New Haven Bank leveled a city block

following an armored car robbery as

the trucks arrived at the bank for

a cash delivery. While the property

damage is set somewhere in the two

million dollar range, the cash and ar-

mored car service guards were saved

by the masked hero or marauder to

some The Ouroboros. The hero was

able to apprehend the assailants who

police have now identified as con-

tracted professionals with ties to local

mob tyrant of the East Coast, Vic-

tor Sevarino, more commonly know

as "Moby Vick" following is appear-

ance altering accident as a young mob

enforcer for the Gotti Family.

[Reuters]
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By BOB O’BOBSTON

The UN-sponsored International

Moose Census got o↵ to a flying

start today with hopes for an increase

in the worldwide moose population

compared to last year’s disapointing

figures. Among the traditional early

reporters were Egypt, returning fig-

ures of six moose, a twenty percent

increase on 2011’s figures of five, and

Uruguay whose moose population re-

mains stable at eleven.
According to Robbie McRobson,

head of the UN Moose Preserva-

tion Council, worldwide moose num-

bers are expected to grow markedly

on last year due to the traditional

moose strongholds of Canada and the

United States, with the larger de-

veloping moose ecologies also poised

to make gains. The largest percent-

agege increase in moose will likely

come from China”, says McRobson,

The Chinese government has invested

heavily in moose infrastructure over

the past decade, and their committ-

ment to macrofauna is beginning to

pay dividends”. Since 2004 China

has expanded moose pasture from 1.5

of arable land to nearly 3.648 and

moose numbers are expected to rise

to 60,000 making China a net moose

exporter for the first time. This is

good news for neighbouring Mongo-

lia, a barren moose-wasteland whose

inhabitents nonetheless have an insa-

tiable desire for the creatures. The in-

crease in Beijing-Ulanbataar trade is

anticipated to relieve pressure on the

relatively strained Russian suppliers,

but increase Mongolia’s imbalance of

trade with its larger neighbour.

Historically the only competitor

to China in the far eastern moose

markets has been Singapore but the

tiny island nation is set to report a

net loss, expecting a decrease of more

than five percent on last year’s 50,000

moose counted. The head of Singa-

pore’s Agency for Agriculture, Jing-

Feng Lau, explained to an incredu-

lous Singaporean parliament yester-

day that bad weather had contributed

to this season’s poor showing, most

notably when a cargo of 150 moose

were swept out into the Indian ocean

in a monsoon.Yet again the global demand for

moose will be met largely by the

US and Canada. The recession-hit

States is taking comfort in its moose

growth figures with gross production

expected to break 700,000 and net ex-

ports to grow by 2. The worldwide

dominance of Canada shows no signs

of abating though with this year’s

moose population expected to match

last year’s record figures of one hun-

dred million billion.
Europe’s rise as an international

moose power will slow slightly this

year as a response to the European

Union’s move towards standardising

the European moose. Stringent qual-

ity controls are holding back the de-

velopment of the eastern european

populations compared to last year

when they contributed significantly

to europe’s strong growth figures.

Norway, which is not an EU member

but has observer status, strengthed

in numbers relative to the Euro area

with numbers of Norweigian moose,

known locally as elk” expected to rise

for the tenth consecutive year, partic-

ularly thanks to a strong showing in

the last quarter.As moose season reaches its close,

researchers world wide are turning to

science in an attempt to boost next

year’s figures. NASA stunned the

scientific community today with the

announcment of their discovery that

the moon is significantly smaller than

previously believed. This conclusion,

which is the conclusion of a ten-

year collaborative project, will have
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What i'm saying is that to a MEta-Mob Boss like, 
Moby Vick, things are going great, the regular 
everyday person doesn't know whats going on and 
the capes are too busy taking on planetary-scale 
threats to really worry about what to them is 
just as nasty cut on an otherwise pretty beat up 
body.

So what does that 
mean then? They don't 
care? Whats that got 
to do with Dragon boy?

It means, that the east coast is no 
longer a small cut, its a bad 
infection and UNITED is too busy 
trying to fix the broken arms and 
ribs to worry about the numbness 
on their leg...

GodDamnit, Alright get the 
reigns on this one. AS soon as 
you're topside get in touch with 
the Local LEos in the area, 
take hundley with you.

ME sir? In field, Im better suited 
at my station sir, analyzing data 
and making calls to -

No, not Jack, everyone else. YOu have to 
understand sir that the east coast has 
been a cesspool for both normal and 
Supercrime for the last few years, 
allowing certain individuals to become 
comfortable.

Retaliation from who? JAck's 
psycho cult? He's gone for 
now, what's it matter?

So because this kid who we 
thought was dead but might just 
have been tormented for years on 
end, and in that time has become 
some sort of super…superhero is 
potentially bad for us, not good?

This new player, codenamed "The 
Ouroboros" is addressing that infection, 
along with The Gargoyle, acting as an 
aggressive antibiotic. So now the problem 
is that after you have been eating so well 
for so long and someone comes in takes 
your plate, What would you do?

Good Lord, Maltin, you've gotta get 
you hands dirty sometimes. Bring the 
cape in for debriefing. What's the 
worst that could happen?

Right, of course sir. First 
thing tomorrow.

Still though, I wonder, if 
this is our guy then…
Where was he?



No.
No

No.

No."He was the only one that 
ever did anything for me."

"He was the one who pulled 
me out of the hole I was in.



HE.

Is.

Where.

Hu-hula…The 
hula Valley, 
that's where 

they went.

Please…
please don't 

kill me...

"He fought for me. He 
was a real hero."

WAIT
!

WAIT!

Ben West aka



"When Ben Finally caught up to 
me it was already too late...

"the damage was done...

"...I wasn't the same anymore.

"Everything I'd been through in the 
last few years away from him had 
warped me into a monster."



Dammit 
Sean.

"…The things I did.

"It was like I was a 
different person...

"The people i'd hurt."

Mask,  
evidence 

mode.

RECORDING

ANALYZING...



ARGH!

Sean, it's 
me...

It's ok 
now...

I won't let him 
hurt you 
anymore.

"Intervention is the only 
reason i'm here today...

"Even though I fought it...

"...Tenaciously.

"It took years for me 
to get back to any 
semblance of normal, 
when I got home I 
couldn't deal with 
what i'd done."



"I turned to the place I 
felt I could find solace 
and comfort, the streets.

"Out there I felt 
like I could be 
who I really was.

"Since i'd come home I had 
pushed ben away. I felt like 
I could solve all my 
problems on my own, my 
own way.

"I found new addictions, new 
ways to deal with the pain.

"Then, a while 
back I had a 
relapse, bad 
one.

"I did atrocious 
things that day 
that can never 
be taken back."

"worst part is, it 
felt so good to 
lose control."



…And that's 
pretty much it. My 

Name is Sean and I 
am in recovery.

Hi Sean!Thank you, 
Sean. That was 

wonderful, I think I 
speak for the group 

when I say its nice to 
finally see your 

weaknesses. Now you can 
really complete your 
recovery. Well thats 

all for today, see 
you next week!

So uh, 
thanks for the 

vote of confidence 
doc but don’t expect 

me to do that 
again soon.

Oh, I’m pretty 
good at getting 

people to do things 
they didn't know 
they could, lets 

expose those 
real fears.

Very funny. 
Don't worry 

You'll be sharing 
all your secrets soon 
enough, we just need 
a little more time. 

See you next 
week.

Whoa, if it's 
exposure you 

want...

this is how 
I cope.

Unfortunately a stay 
at the betty ford 
center won't fix me.

Or at least 
how I try.

And I can't exactly 
tell them i'm not 
addicted to doing lines 
but snapping necks.



over here 
"Mr. 12-
step."

Mr. 12-step, 
huh?

dunno, i guess it's 
therapeutic, helps to 

talk to someone 
about it.

if you're  in 
Recovery, why 
do you still 

go?

well that 
used to be me, 

before...

How was I 
supposed to know 

you'd be so physically 
attracted to me? You 

practically threw 
yourself at me.

oh 
please. Anyway, 

how about a movie 
tonight?

sounds 
good to me, how 
about Jurassic 

LAnd IV?

Ok but 
you're buying 

the popcorn since 
i've been carting 
you around all 

week.

I have few 
constants 
in my life.

Hannah 
is one.

Lying is 
another.

But the biggest are 
the other monsters 
that roam this city.

She was a trauma counselor 
that became something...else.

and the easiest 
to perpetuate.

What's 
going on 

downtown?
New 

bank opening up, 
press is all over 
it. Must be a slow 

news day.



Reporting live from 
Ember Square...

..Largest bank 
in the city...

…over a dozen multi-million 

dollar clients have opened...

The amount of cash on 
hand is unprecedented...

< Time to 
cut the red 

tape . >*

which houses a vault that could 
fit four adult-sized elephants!...

*Translated 
from Russian.

This city has a habit of chewing 
you up and spitting you back out 
as something totally different.

there's a story about a beautiful 
girl from across the sea she met 
A man who had a ticket to a new 
land full of dreams.



Vera Rosanna Manya 
AKA

< Alright 
boys, LEt's make 
this a real grand 

opening! >

< Find the bank manager, 
round the others up. >

The girl took the mans 
offer and she made her 
way to America.

but she was tricked 
and the city took 
away her greatest 
gift, her beauty. 

there were no dreams, 
only nightmares.

Only in Ashe City 
can a model 
become a menace.

well, maybe 
in Milan.


